
Content Translation (CX2) Smoke Test

Test Date (Month/Day/Year) 01/01/2019

Initial Setup Create a user who has:
- Three in-progress translations: two that use the same 
language pair (e.g., english>español) and one that uses a 
different language pair (e.g., français>italiano).
- One published translation. IMPORTANT: Publish the 
translation as a Personal Draft -- i.e., in the User 
namespace rather than the public namespace. 

Test Case Group Test Case Number Description Expected Results Pass/Fail Actual Results
Beta feature enable/disable Precondition Log in with Content Translation beta feature enabled.

1 Hover over the Contributions link. The drop-down menu displays these items: 
Contributions, Translations, Uploaded Media

2 Click on the Beta link.  The Beta Features tab of the Preferences page 
appears.
The Content Translation option is checked.
The Information link directs to https://www.mediawiki.
org/wiki/Content_translation.
The Discussion link directs to https://www.mediawiki.
org/wiki/Talk:Content_translation.

3 At the bottom of the Beta Features tab, click on Restore all 
default settings (in all sections), and when prompted to 
confirm, click it again. When the Preferences page appears, 
go back to the Beta Features tab. 

The Content Translation option is NOT checked.

Precondition Log in with Content Translation beta feature disabled. 
4 Hover over the Contributions link. No drop-down menu items are displayed.
5 Click on the Beta link.  The Beta Features tab of the Preferences page 

appears.
The Content Translation option is NOT checked.

6 On the Beta Features tab, click Content Translation, and 
then click Save. 

The Content Translation checkbox is checked.

7 Hover over the Contributions link. The drop-down menu displays these items: 
Contributions, Translations, Uploaded Media

Translations page;
Initital check

8 Choose Translation from the Contribution drop-down menu. The Translations page appears. It includes: 
•  A New Translation button that is active (blue). 
•  Buttons for three tabs: Suggestions, In Progress, 
and Published. The active tab (In Progress by default) 
is blue.
•  Tab content area.
•  “Your Statistics” panel.
•  “Need help translating?” panel.

9 Click on the Published button. The Published tab displays a list of published 
translations. 

10 Click on the In Progress button. The In Progress tab displays a list of in-progress 
translations.

11 Click on the Suggestions button. The Suggestions tab displays a list of suggested pages 
for translation.



Translations page;
"Your Statistics" panel

12 Locate the "Your Statistics" panel. (Depending on the size 
of your viewport, it may be beneath the active tab or to the 
right of it.)

The panel displays:
•  Number of articles translated this month. 
   (This number is an active link.)
•  Total number of articles translated. 

13 Click the "This Month" number/link. The Published tab opens, displaying a list of articles the 
user has published (with the most recent at the top).

Translations page;
"Need Help Translating" panel

14 Locate the "Need help translating?" section. (Depending 
on the size of your viewport, it may be beneath the active tab 
or to the right of it.) 
Click each link (except for Disable). 

Each link opens the appropriate page in a separate 
browser tab. 

15 Still in the "Need help translating?" section, click the Disable 
link under the "Using the new version" subheading. 

The latest beta version (CX2) is disabled and replaced 
by the prior beta version (CX1). 
The "Using the new version" subsection disappears. It 
is replaced by the link "Try the new version". 

16 Click the "Try the new version" link. The latest beta version (CX2) is restored. 
The "Using the new version" subsection reappears, with 
its "Learn More" and "Disable" links. 
A confirmation message appears near the top of the 
page.

Translations page;
Suggestions tab

17 Open the Suggestions tab (if it isn't already open). The tab contains:
•  A language-selection box in the top right corner.
•  A list of articles under the heading “Suggested pages”
•  A “Refresh suggestions” link below the list.

18 Examine the items in the list. Each item includes:
•  Thumbnail image
•  Article title
•  Article description (optional)
•  A language pair matching the one in the language- 
selection box. The first of the pair is a link.
•  Two icons at the end of the row: a star and an X.

19 Choose an item in the list and click on the source (left-hand) 
language in the language pair.

The source article opens in a new browser tab.

Refresh suggestions 20 Notice the title of the first few items in the list. 
Now scroll to the bottom of the tab and click on "Refresh 
suggestions".

The list is refreshed to display other suggested articles. 
(The titles you noticed have been replaced.)

Delete list item 21 Hover over any article in the list and click the X icon to the 
right of the title.

When it is hovered, the list item is highlighted blue.
When you click the X, the item is removed from the list.

"For Later" list 22 Hover over any article in the list and click the star icon to the 
right of the title.

When it is hovered, the star icon changes from an 
outline to a solid blue form.
When you click the star, the list item is moved to a new 
"For Later" section that appears at the top of the tab. 
The star icon is solid blue in this section.

23 Add two or more articles to the For Later section, then scroll 
to the bottom of the tab and click "Refresh suggestions".

The For Later section does not change: articles are 
neither added nor deleted.

24 Hover over any article in the For Later section and click the 
star icon.

When hovered, the star icon changes from solid blue to 
an outline. When clicked, the article is removed from the 
For Later section.

25 Remove all the items from the For Later section. When the last item is removed, the section disappears.
Language selection 26 In the top-right corner of the Suggestions tab, click on the 

From (left) half of the language-selection box. 
Afterward, click on the To (right) half of the box.

In each case, a dialog box appears. It contains a search 
field at the top, followed by a list of languages.

27 Open the language-selection dialog box from either the 
From or To half, and select any language from the list of 
languages.

The dialog box closes, and the selected language is 
displayed in the appropriate half (From or To) of the 
language-selection box.



28 Open the language-selection dialog box and begin to type a 
language in the search box.
Click the X that appears on the right.

The typed entry is cleared and the "Search for a 
language" message is restored. 
The language-selection dialog box remains active.

29 Open the language-selection dialog box and type "Volapuk" 
in the search box.

The list of languages below the search box should now 
display the language option Volapük (and nothing else).

30 Open the language-selection dialog box and type "Borama" 
(a language script for Somali lang) in the search box. 

The message "No results found" is displayed. 
Below this, the message "You may be interested in:" is 
followed by a short list of suggested languages. 

31 Open the language-selection dialog box and type "chy" (ISO 
abbreviation for Cheyenne language) in the search box. 

"Tsetsêhestâhese" is displayed.

32 Open the language-selection dialog and select English as 
the "From" language and español as the "To" language. 

The Suggested Pages section now lists ONLY articles 
in English that are available for translation to español. 
The language pair (English > español) is displayed 
beneath the title/subtitle of each article in the list.

33 Open the language-selection dialog and select any source 
and target ("From" and "To") language.
Now check the language-selection boxes in the In Progress 
and Published tabs.

The language pair you selected in the Suggestions tab 
is NOT automatically transferred to the other tabs. 
(Each functions independently.)

Translations page;
+ NewTranslation button

Precondition In the Suggestions tab, set the From language to español, 
and set the To language to English.

34 Click on the "+ New translation" button at the top of the 
Translations page.

The button disappears and a new section opens at the 
top of the page. It contains:
- a search field 
- a button (on the right) for narrowing the search to 
articles written in a specific language. (The language 
label on this button may not match the "From" language 
displayed in the Suggestions tab below. The two 
language selectors are not related.) 

35 Click on the language-selection button on the right. A dialog box appears. There is a search field at the top 
and a scrolling list of languages below.

36 In the search field, type "esp". As you type, the list of languages shrinks to match the 
characters you have entered. 

37 When you see español in the language list, click on it. The dialog box disappears, and the language button is 
now labeled español.

38 In the search box at the top of the page, start typing the title 
of one of the articles you see in the Suggested Pages list 
below. 

As you type, a list of possible matches appears below 
the search field. 
Each entry in the list contains: a thumbnail image, the 
article title and subtitle, and a number representing the 
total number of translations. 
If the article has not yet been translated into the 
target/To language, a note indicates that the article is 
missing in that language.

39 Select any article marked "Missing in English". (This may 
or may not be the article whose title you began typing in the 
previous test.)  

The section at the top of the page now displays these 
items: 
The article thumbnail, title, number of translations, and 
number of visits per week;
A language selection box on the right, with español as 
the source language and English as the target 
language;
A terms-of-use notice;
An active "Start translation" button.

40 Check each link within the terms-of-use notice. Each link opens the appropriate page in a separate
browser tab.



41 Click the X in the top right corner of the section (to the right 
of the language selector buttons).

The section disappears, and the "+ New translation" 
button reappears.

Existing translation 42 Click the "+ New translation" button, type "Pixar" in the 
search box, and either select "Pixar" from the search results 
or simply press Enter on your keyboard. 

The section appears as before, but with the addition of 
a yellow banner that contains the warning "The page 
already exists in English." 

43 Click anywhere outside of the section. The section disappears, and the "+ New translation" 
button reappears.

Translate page (general testing) Precondition The following tests use the english>español language pair 
because it is supported by all three of the CX machine 
translation engines: Apertium, Yandex, and Google 
Translate. 
The tests require an article that (1) has already been 
translated into español and (2) contains at least one image, 
table, and infobox. (See suggestions on right.)

Suggested pages: Gene Kelly, Pixar, Ios, Rome, 
Hollywood, Taos NM, John Wayne

44 In the Translations page:
1) Click the "+ New translation" button.
2) Set the search language to English.
3) Type "Gene Kelly" (or one of the other suggested pages) 
in the search box and press Enter.
4) Set the language pair to english>español.
3) Click the Start Translation button.

The Translate page appears. It has three columns:
▪ The left column contains the source article; 
▪ The middle (intially empty except for a title that 
matches the source article's) will contain the translation; 
▪ The right is a translation tools area that intially 
contains only an editing toolbar and a short numbered 
list of general instructions. Other tools pop up there as 
needed. In this case, an Issues panel has popped up. It 
displays the notification "1 warning". (You can disregard 
that for now.)

Translation options 45 In the source article, choose a paragraph of plain text to 
translate (no images, tables, or templates), and hover your 
cursor in the translation column just to the right of the 
paragraph. 

A grey bounding box appears in the translation column, 
indicating where the translated version will appear. 
The message "+ Add Translation" is displayed within 
the box.

46 Click within the grey bounding box in the translation column. A machine translation of the paragraph automatically  
appears.
In the Tools area (right column), the Initial Translation 
panel appears. It displays the translation option 
currently in use. In this case, it's the default option 
Apertium (a machine translation engine.)

47 In the Initial Translation panel, click the down arrow to 
expand the panel.

The expanded panel lists the following options: Reset 
translation, Use Apertium, Use Google Translate, Use 
Yandex Translate, Copy original content, and Start with 
an empty paragraph.

48 Click the "Copy original content" option. The machine-translated paragraph changes into an 
exact duplicate of the source paragraph.
The Initial Translation panel collapses; it now displays 
"Copy original content" as the current translation option. 
The prompt "Keep as default" appears below the 
option. (Don't click it.)

49 Choose a different paragraph of plain text to translate, and 
click the grey bounding box to the right of it.

A machine translation of the paragraph automatically  
appears and, in the Initial Translation panel, Apertium is 
again displayed as the active translation option.
Note: Even though the last option you selected was 
"Copy original content," the default option is still 
Apertium, and CX reverts to the default option each 
time a new block of source material is translated.  



50 In the Initial Translation panel, choose the "Copy original 
content" option, and this time click the "Keep as default" 
option as well. 

As before, the machine-translated paragraph changes 
into an exact duplicate of the source paragraph.
In the Initial Translation panel, the "Keep as default" 
prompt disappears.
In the expanded Initial Translation panel, "Copy original 
content," is clearly marked as the default translation 
option.

51 In the translation column, choose a different paragraph of 
plain text to translate, and click the grey bounding box to the 
right of it.

Because "Copy original content" is now the default 
translation option, a duplicate of the source paragraph 
appears in the translation column. 

52 1) Click anywhere within the translated paragraph and insert 
a few words. 
2) In the Initial Translation panel, choose the "Reset 
translation" option.

The paragraph reverts to the original machine or source 
translation (prior to any edits). 

53 In the Initial Translation panel, choose the "Start with an 
empty paragraph" option. 

The translated text disappears, and the cursor is 
positioned at the start of the empty block. The user can 
now type in a translation manually.

54 One after the other, click the various blocks of text that you 
have translated so far. 
(End on the first paragraph that you translated.)

As you click different blocks, the Initial Translation panel 
changes to display the translation option that was used 
to generate the currently-selected block.

Issues panel 55 The Issues panel in the tools area should contain 3 or more 
messages by now.

Click a few times on the arrow in the top right corner of the 
Issues panel.

The arrow toggles the panel back and forth between an 
expanded and collapsed state.
When collapsed, the panel displays an alert about the 
number of warnings it contains.
When expanded it displays the full text of any issue 
associated with the currently selected paragraph. This 
is usually (but not always) followed by a "Learn more" 
link. 
At the top of the expanded panel there is a number 
identifier for the warning -- e.g., "2/3" (the second of 
three warnings). Next to it are a pair of right/left arrows.  
At the bottom of the panel is a "Mark as resolved' 
link/button.  

56 Click the "Learn More" link below the warning as well as any 
links that may be embedded within the warning itself.

Each link opens an appropriate page in a separate 
browser tab. 
(Note: If your test environment doesn't contain a 
particular linked wiki page, you should get the standard 
page creation or redirect page.)

57 Click on the right/left navigation arrows at the top of the 
Issues panel.

The arrows let you page forward and backward through 
the warning messages. 
As you page from one message to the next, the cursor 
in the translation column jumps to the specific block of 
text that triggered the warning, and the block becomes 
active for further actions.

58 Among the current warnings are 2 that say: "Your translation 
contains 100% unmodified text."
Select one of these warnings, and click the "Mark as 
resolved" link/button at the bottom of the panel.

When you click "Mark as resolved," the warning is 
removed from the list, and the Issues panel collapses. 
(The alert showing the number of warnings should now 
show one less warning.)

59 1) Expand the Issues panel and navigate to the warning 
"Page already exists." (Notice that your cursor is moved to 
the translation column's title bar.)
2) Add the word "TEST" to the end of the title.

The warning automatically disappears from the Issues 
panel when you resolve the issue (in this case by 
renaming the page).



60 Expand the Issues panel and dismiss the remaining warning 
by clicking "Mark as resolved". 
(If you've somehow ended up with more than one remaining 
warning, dismiss them all in this way.)

When there are no more issues left, the Issues panel 
disappears from the tools area.

MTL warnings 61 1) Choose any paragraph of text, and click to the right to 
translate it.
2) In the Initial Translation panel, select Yandex. (The 
paragraph is re-translated.)

The Issues panel automatically expands to display the 
warning: "Your Translation contains 100% of 
unmodified text." Explanatory text below the warning is 
followed by a "Learn more" link.

62 1) In the Initial Translation panel, click on "Keep as default".
2) Translate 2 or 3 more paragraphs, using just the machine 
translation.

Each time you leave a paragraph without having altered 
the machine translation, a warning is generated for that 
paragraph. 

63 Repeat test cases 61 & 62 using Google Translate as the 
default translation option.

Same results as before.

64 Repeat test cases 61 & 62 using Apertium as the default 
translation option.

Same results as before.

Links 65 Choose any source paragraph that contains links, and click 
to the right of it to translate it.

Links are carried over from the source document to the 
translation.

66 Click on any link in the translated paragraph. The Link panel appears in the tools area. It displays:
▪ The title, description (if available), and thumbnail 
image of the page that the translated link targets. The 
title links the actual page.
▪ The title of the corresponding page in the source 
language. The title links to the actual page.
▪ A delete button (identified by a trashcan icon).
▪ An Edit button.

67 Click the links to open the target pages for both the 
translated link and its source-language counterpart.

Verify that each leads to the correct page, and that the 
pages open in separate browser tabs.

68 Click the Link panel's Edit button. A tool for changing the link's target page appears. It has 
two tabs: "Search pages" (for selecting targets on the 
local wiki) and "External link." 
The "Search pages" tab contains a search field and a 
results list that displays page titles and thumbnails.
The "External link" tab contains an input field for typing 
a url.

69 Select the "Search pages" tab, type any word into the 
search field, then click on any item in the search results list 
below.

The Link panel disappears, and the link now targets the 
new page you selected. 
In the translation column, click on the link again, and 
check the Link panel to verify that the new information 
has been inserted. The Link panel should display the 
new title, description, and thumbnail.

70 Again, click on any link in the translated paragraph.
1) Click the Link panel's Edit button. 
2) Select the "External link" tab. 
3) Enter "google.com" into the text box. 

When you first open the "External link" tab, the "Done" 
button in the top right corner is gray (inactive). 
When you enter "google.com" (an invalid/incomplete 
url), the "Done" button remains gray.

71 Enter "https://google.com" into the text box. The "Done" button turns blue (active).
72 Click the "Done" button. The Link panel disappears, and the link now targets the 

web page you specified. 
In the translation column, click on the link again, and 
check the Link panel to verify that the new information 
has been inserted. 
The Link panel should display the url as an active link. 
Click the link to make sure that the correct page opens 
in a new tab.



73 Again, click on any link in the translated paragraph.
In the Link panel, click on the trashcan icon.

The link is removed, leaving only the text.

Images 74 Scroll down the source article until you find a captioned 
image, then click in the translate column to the right of the 
image.

The image appears in the translation column. 
The image caption has been translated.  

Tables 75 Scroll down the source article until you find a table, then 
click in the translate column to the right of the table.

A translated version of the table appears.
All content has been translated.

76 Click on any cell in the table. The Table panel appears in the tools area. It has two 
buttons: Delete and Properties.

77 Click on the Properties button. The Table Properties dialog appears. It has on/off 
switches for the following properties: Caption, Styled, 
Sortable, Collapsible, and Collapsed initially.
The Styled and Sortable options are switched "On" 
(toggled right and highlighted blue) by default.

78 1) Make some changes in the settings.
2) Click "Apply changes".

The dialog box disappears, and the changes are 
applied.

79 In the Table panel, click the Delete button. The table is removed (along with all its content) and the 
Table panel disappears from the tools area.

Categories 80 Scroll to the the bottom of the Translate page and compare 
the list of categories in the source column to those in the 
translation column. 

CX2 uses the interlanguage link to search for 
corresponding categories on the target language's wiki. 
If a match is found, the corresponding category appears 
in the translation column; If no match is found, the 
source category is grayed out.

81 In the translation column's Categories list, begin to type a 
word into the "Add a category" search field.

A dynamic list of possible matching categories appears 
above the search field.

82 Choose a category from the dynamic list. The category is added to the translation column's 
Categories list.

83 Click the X icon to the right of the category you just added. The category is removed from the list.
Templates (infobox) 84 Scroll back to the top of the page and click to the right of the 

infobox that appears near the top of the article. 
If the infobox (which is a template) has an interlanguage 
link to an equivalent template on the target language's 
wiki, then that template is displayed in the translation 
column. It may not display all the fields in the source 
infobox, but those it displays are translated.
At the same time, the Template panel appears in the 
tools area. It displays the name of the template and an 
Edit button.  

85 Click on the Edit button. A template editor appears. It lists each parameter in the 
template along with the parameter's value. 

86 Change the value of one of the parameters, then click the 
"Apply Changes" button in the top right corner.

The template editor disappears, and the changed 
parameter value is displayed in the infobox.

87 Click on the Edit button again, then click on "Add more 
information" at the bottom of the template editor.

A scrolling list appears that displays all the parameters 
defined for the template. (There are sometimes many 
more than are actually used in the template.)

88 Choose a parameter from the "Add more information" list. The parameter is transferred to the list of active 
parameters.

89 Enter a value for the new parameter, then click the "Apply 
Changes" button.

The template editor disappears, and the new parameter 
is displayed in the infobox.

90 Click on the Edit button again. In the template editor: 
1) Click on the parameter you just created. 
2) Click on the red trashcan icon that appears to the right.
3) Click on "Apply changes."

When you click the trashcan icon, the parameter 
disappears from the list.
When you click "Apply Changes," the template editor 
disappears, and the deleted parameter has been 
removed from the infobox.



References 91 Scroll down the page to the Footnotes section, and click to 
the right to translate it.

The footnotes are translated.
(NOTE: Unless the full source article has been 
translated, there will be fewer references in the 
Translation column, and the reference numbers will not 
match those in the Source column.)

92 1) Scan the source article's footnotes for a book citation, and 
when you've found one, scroll to the paragraph where it's 
located and translate the paragraph.
2) Click on the citation number in the translated paragraph.

Hint: If you are using the "Gene Kelly" source article, you 
can find two book citations in the first paragraph under 
"Political and Religious Views."

The Reference panel appears in the tools area.
It displays the full citation -- exactly as it appears in the 
footnotes -- along with an Edit button.
The ISBN number is an active link. It should link to the 
wiki page Special:BookSources, with the number 
automatically entered into the search box.

93 Click the Edit button in the Reference panel. A reference editor appears. The citation is displayed in 
a text box at the top of the page.

94 Hover the citation in the text box. The citation is highlighted blue, and a tooltip identifies 
the template.

95 Click on the citation. The Template panel appears in the tools area. It 
displays the name of the template and an Edit button.  

96 Click on the Edit button. A template editor appears. It lists each parameter in the 
template along with the parameter's value. 

97 1) Click on "Add more information" at the bottom of the 
template editor.
2) Choose a parameter from the list.
3) Enter a value for the new parameter.
4) Click the "Apply Changes" button in the top right corner.

The template editor disappears, and the new parameter 
is displayed in the reference editor's text box. 

98 Click "Apply Changes" again (this time in the reference 
editor).

The new parameter is visible within the citation in the 
translation column.

99 Repeat test cases 92-96 on a reference that cites a 
newspaper or magazine.
Hint: If you are using the "Gene Kelly" source article, you 
can find a newspaper citation in the second paragraph under 
"Political and Religious Views."

Confirm that the appropriate template is being used in 
the translation.

100 Repeat test cases 92-96 on a reference that cites a web site.
Hint: If you are using the "Gene Kelly" source article, you 
can find a web site citation in the second paragraph under 
"Political and Religious Views."

Confirm that the appropriate template is being used in 
the translation.

Translations page;
In Progress tab

101 Scroll back to the top of the page and click the "< All 
translations" link.

The Translations page appears, set to the "In 
progress" tab. 
An entry for the translation you were just working on 
appears at the top of the "Translations in progress" 
list. The entry includes: a thumbnail image, the article 
title, the language pair being used, a progress bar 
showing how much of the article has been translated, 
and a note indicating how long it has been since you 
last worked on the article. 

In-progress list item 102 Hover your cursor over the progress bar. A tooltip appears that tells you:
▪ The percentage of the article that has been translated.
▪ The percentage of the translated portion that is strictly 
machine translation.

103 Click anywhere in the entry. The article opens in the Translate page in the same 
state it was in when you left it. 
(Click the "All translations" link again to return to the 
"In progress" tab.)



104 Click on the gray trashcan icon on the right side of the entry. A pop-up message asks you to confirm or cancel the 
deletion. 
It has two buttons: Cancel and Delete Translation.

105 In the pop-up message, click on the "Cancel" button. The pop-up disappears, and the entry is still in the 
Translations-in-progress list.

106 Again, click on the trashcan icon, but this time when the pop-
up appears, click on the "Delete Translation" button.

The pop-up disappears, and the deleted entry is grayed 
out. 

107 Navigate away from the Translations page and then back, or 
simply refresh your browser window.

The grayed-out entry is now gone. 

Language-selection box 108 In the top right corner of the In progress tab there is a 
language-selection box that displays the words "All>All". 

Click on the From (left) half of the language-selection box.

A dialog box appears. It contains a search box and a 
dynamic list of links that includes: 
- An "All languages" link.
- A link for each "From" (i.e., source) language that 
appears in the list of in-progress translations. 

109 Type "russian" in the search box. The message "No results found" is displayed below the 
search box.

110 Type "en" in the search box. The dynamic list is filtered until only "English" is left.
111 Click on the "English" link. The list of in-progress translations is filtered to display 

ONLY those with English as the From (source) 
language.

112 Click on the From (left) half of the language-selection box 
and select "All languages".

The full list of in-progress translations is restored.

113 In the list of in-progress translations, there are two 
translations that use the same From/To language pair, and 
one that uses a different language pair.
1) Delete the language pair that is different from the others.
2) Refresh your browser window.

In the refreshed tab:
- The in-progress translation that you deleted has 
disappeared.
- The language-selection box has disappeared.

Note: Regardless of the number of items in the list, if 
only one language pair is in use, the language-selection 
box is not needed and it disappears.

114 Delete the remaining in-progress translations, then refresh 
your browser window.

The empty Translations-in-progress list displays the 
following message:
"Nothing to translate? Start your translation now and 
continue it anytime."

Translations page;
Published tab

115 Open the "Published" tab. The tab contains a list of articles under the heading 
“Published translations”.
Because there is only one item in the list, the language-
selection box is not necessary and does not appear.

116 Examine the list item. It includes:
•  Thumbnail image
•  Article title and url/wiki page.
•  Progress bar 
•  The source and target languages.
•  A pencil (edit) icon at the end of the row.

117 Hover your cursor over the progress bar. A tooltip appears that tells you:
▪ The percentage of the original article that has been 
translated.
▪ The percentage of the translated portion that is strictly 
machine translation.

118 Click the pencil icon at the end of the row. The published article is opened in the Translate page, 
where you can make further edits.



119 Click the gear icon at the top of the Translate page. The correct "Publish destination" option is highlighted in 
blue.
(For example, if the article was originally published as a 
Personal draft, the Personal draft option is highlighted 
in blue.)

120 Click the "<All translations" button to return to the 
Translations page, and open the Published tab.
Click anywhere in the single item listed under "Published 
translations".

The published article is opened in the same browser 
window.


